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Abstract

We discuss extensive sets of experimental data including static and dynamic light scattering, ultrasonic velocity
measurements and high and low frequency dielectric relaxation, taken in the vicinity the critical point of a ternary
microemulsion system. Upon approaching the critical point we observed a slowing down of the dielectric relaxation
time and of the first cumulant of the time-dependent droplet density correlation function C2(t) which shows a non-
exponential behavior at long time. These features can be well acccounted for by assuming that the microemulsion
system is made of polydispersed transient fractal aggregates having a fractal dimension df=2.5 and a polydispersity
index t=2.2. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction same diameter, but different volume fractions
[1,2]. In this respect the critical sample can be

Ternary mixtures of AOT (sodium diethylhexyl considered as a binary mixture and should behave
sulfosuccinate), water, and decane can create self- as a three-dimensional Ising system. An electrical
assembling microstructures, the nature of which conductivity percolation point has been evidenced
depends on the volume fraction w of the [3] in the immediate vicinity of the critical point.
water+surfactant dispersed phase. At low or mod- Below the percolation threshold the exponent char-
erate volume fraction w and not too high temper- acterizing the divergence of the electrical conduc-
ature and for a value of the molar ratio X= tivity s is the one related to stirred percolation
[ Water]/[AOT ]=40.8, one observes quasi-spheri- [4], whereas above the percolation threshold,
cal rather monodispersed inverse water-in-oil experimental data are consistent with the picture
microemulsion droplets having a radius of the of static percolation. The presence of a critical and
order of 80 Å. This mixtures may show a cloud of a percolation point is mediated by attractive
point curve with a lower critical point located at interactions among droplets which do not behave
wc=0.098 and Tc=39.9°C. For temperatures as purely hard spheres. Dynamical light-scattering
above Tc, the microemulsion phase separates, the measurements have shown strong deviations [5]
two phases being made with droplets having the from the universal behavior decribed by

Kawasaki’s mode-coupling theory [6,7], like for
* Corresponding author. non-ionic amphiphile–water binary mixtures [8,9].
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In this paper we will briefly summarize experimen- units (to be explained below) C* is plotted as a
function of the scaling variable x=qj on Fig. 2. Ittal results obtained by using different techniques,

namely dielectric relaxation, static and dynamic can be seen on the graphs that the overall behavior
is similar to that observed for simple or molecularlight scattering, ultrasonic measurements. Our

experimental data will be analyzed by using an binary mixtures. However, far from Tc significant
deviations occur. In particular one observes aextended version of the dynamical droplet model,

first proposed Sorensen et al. [10] and Martin levelling-off of C* and even at high temperatures
(not shown on the plot) a decrease of the lineet al. [11–13] and recently rephrased [14–16] using

Coniglio and Klein results [17]. width. We also measured the Rayleigh–Brillouin
spectrum of the critical mixture by using a
multipass high resolution Fabry–Pérot interferom-
eter. From these experiments one can deduce the2. Experimental results
very high frequency (typically 5 GHz) sound veloc-
ity and sound absorption. These data have to beLet us first discuss dynamical light scattering

results. The scattered light intensity correlation compared with those inferred from ultrasonic
measurements taken for frequency ranging fromfunction C2(t) has been measured in a very wide

range of temperature and wave vectors [18], for 1 kHz to 300 MHz. The sound velocity is plotted
as a function of temperature for different frequen-different systems. Typical normalized intensity cor-

relation functions C2(t) obtained with an ALV5000 cies on Fig. 3 quite similar [19], a very strong
decrease of v close to Tc is observed in the kHzmultiple tau correlator at different values of

Tc−T are depicted in Fig. 1 in semi-log units. On range. This result is in sharp contrast to the one
reported in critical molecular binary fluids wheresuch a plot, an exponential decay would corre-

spond to a straight line. It can be seen from the only a small dispersion of the order of few m s−1
is evidenced. The sound absorption measured closegraph that it is indeed the case at short time. At

long time, however small but significant systematic to Tc is plotted on Fig. 4 as a function of frequency.
Two relaxation domains are clearly evidenced, onedeviations from the exponential decay are

observed, the decay being well described by a at low frequency, in the MHz range, and one at
high frequency, the relaxation frequency rangingstretched exponential.

From the initial slope of C2(t), one can deduce
the first cumulant C which is the relaxation rate
of the order parameter fluctuations. In reduced

Fig. 2. The reduced first cummulant C* plotted as a function
of x=qj in a double log plot. The symbols are experimental

Fig. 1. The normalized scattered intensity correlation function data, the dashed curve which refers to droplet model with
X1=0 is identical to Kawasaki’s mode coupling result the solidas a function of time. The symbols are experimental data, while

the curves are best fits to the extended version of the droplet curve is the best fir of the data to droplet model with
X1=0.07.model.
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Fig. 5. The static permittivity measured at the function of theFig. 3. The sound velocity as a function of the temperature. The
reduced temperature. The symbols are experimental data, whiletriangles are Brillouin scattering data, the squares are ultrasonic
the full line is the best fit to a power law.data at 25 MHz while the circles are ultrasonic data at 1 kHz

taken from ref. [14].

Fig. 6. The relaxation frequency as a function of the reducedFig. 4. The sound absorption as a function of frequency at T=
temperature. The symbols are experimental data, while the full32°C The full line is the best fit to two Debye-like relaxation
line is the best fit to a power law.domains.

from 700 MHz far from Tc to 100 MHz close to observed. On approaching the the critical or perco-
Tc. lation point1, deviations from a Debye relaxation

Using the time domain reflectometry technique, are evidenced. In the time domain, the time depen-
we also measured the electrical properties of the dence of the dipole moment correlation function
same system, as a function of both temperature evolves from a single exponential to a complex
and frequency. On Fig. 5 we have plotted the static curve: exponential decay at short time, followed
dielectric constant as a function of the reduced by a power law, then at long time by a stretched
temperature in a double log plot. The straight line exponential. In this respect, the correlation func-
we obtained, indicates a power law dependence. tion bears strong similarities with the one charac-
The characteristic exponent is −0.40±0.04. We teristic of the slow dynamics in glassy systems.
also mesured the frequency relaxation of the dielec-
tric constant. Far from Tc, a Debye-type relaxation 1 For more details, see papers by P. Tartaglia and by Y.

Feldman, this volume.characterized by a single relaxation time is
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The inverse of the first cumulant (relaxation fre- non-universal function of the scaling variable x=
qj, where j is the long range correlation length,quency) is plotted as a function of the reduced

temperature on Fig. 6 Here also we observe a since it involves explicitly x1=qR1, the reduced
size of the monomers.power law with an exponent, +0.40±0.04. Thus

experimentally the exponents, respectively, related We can also calculate the density–density time
correlation function which readsto the temperature dependence of the dielectric

constant and of the relaxation frequency are of
opposite sign, but of equal absolute value. It is C(x,u,w)=

1

C(3−t,u) Pu2 dz z2−t e−z−wz− 1

df
interesting to note that the dielectric relaxation
frequency is very similar to the one characterizing

(1)the high frequency sound dispersion.
where

w=D
1
R
1
q3t(1+x−2)1/2 (2)

3. Discussion is the reduced time. This quantity is also system-
dependent via both R1 and the translational diffu-

The main features of all the experimental results sion coefficient of the monomer D1. Calculated
described in the previous section are deviations correlation functions are depicted Fig. 1 assuming
from the quasi-exponential relaxation phenomena df=2.5 and t=2.2. It can be seen that a very good
observed in simple fluids or in molecular binary agreement with the experimental determination is
mixture close to a critical consolute point. Also achieved, in particular the long time tail is very
the percolation point of the critical microemulsion well described. From these equations it is easy to
is extremely close to the critical point. The charge infer the reduced first cumulant C* which is given
transport is mediated by interactions among drop- by
lets which form polydispersed transient fractal
aggregates. Therefore, we are tempted to apply
continuous percolation theory to explain our
experimental results. In what follows, we will limit C*=

3

8p

C(3−t, xd
f1
) C A3−t−

1

df , uB
C A3−t−

1

df
, xd
f1 B C(3−t, u)

A1+
1

x2B1/2ourselves to a brief theoretical description of
dynamical light scattering, the application of
the model to dielectric relaxation will be given

(3)elsewhere.
A model to explain dynamic light scattering in This quantity which also explicitly depends on the

terms of droplets has been first proposed by droplet size, bears striking differences to the predic-
Sorensen et al. [10], and Martin et al. [11–13]. A tions of the mode coupling theories, since it con-
modified version of this dynamical droplet model tains a system-dependent cut-off parameter x1.rephrased using Coniglio and Klein results [17] The relaxation rate we obtain is plotted as a
has been proposed recently [14–16 ]. In this model, function of x=qj for different values of x1 on
it is assumed that the critical mixture is made of Fig. 2. Also a very good agreement is achieved
dilute polydispersed dynamical fractal clusters when comparing the experimental determination
having a fractal dimension df=2.5 and a polydis- and the model.
persity index t=2.2. The static structure factor
S
k
(q) of a fractal cluster containing k particles has

been calculated by Chen and Teixeira [20].
Extension to polydispersed fractal clusters can be 4. Conclusion
easily performed by averaging S

k
(q) over the clus-

ter size distribution function assumed to be similar In the case of critical OAT–water–decane micro-
emulsion systems we observed strong deviationsto the one relevant for percolation. The result is a
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